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ON THE VALUE DISTRIBUTION OF MEROMORPHIC
FUNCTIONS WITH A DEFICIENT VALUE

SAKARI TOPPILA

1. Introduction

Let F be a family of functions meromorphic in the complex plane C and ,S a

subset of C. We call ,S a Picard set for r' if every transcendental fe p assumes

every complex value with at most two exceptions infinitely often in C-,S. We use

the usual notation of the Nevanlinna theory and denote

M(ö): {/: / meromorphic in C, ö(*,f) = ä}.

Anderson and Clunie [] have proved the following

Theorem A. Suppose that q and ö are gh;en with q>1, 0<ö<1. Then, if
the complex sequence {a,\ satisfies

(1) lt':tl =- ,,larl
n:1,2,.-., there exist a constant X:K(q) such that, if

(2) t t+= Kö-2bgl!osla,l)2,

the set

(3) s: Ö D,,

where D,:{z: lz-a,l=d,\, is , Prrrril), for M(ö).

We shall consider the dependence of the constant

K(q,6): X(q\6-2be4"ö
on ä in the condition (2) and prove

Theorem l. For any q>l there exists a constant K:K(q) depending only
on q, not on ö, such that Theorem A still holds if the condition (2) is replaced by

(4) tog| = K(og la,l)'z.
un

Furthermore, Anderson and Clunie [1] proved
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Theorem B. Suppose that the sequence {a,} satisfies (l) and

(s) rcef,= x(tg{!"Dz 
.

for some K>112. Then S, defined by (3), is a Picard set for entire functions.

We shall show that for any q>1, the condition t{>ll2 here is the best pos-
sible, i.e. the constant K in (5) cannot be replaced by ll2. We prove

Theorem 2. Let e>1, a,:(-l)"+Lqo, and

(6) ,"r; W
Then the set S, defined by (3), is not a Picard set for entire functions.

For other results on Picard sets we refer to l2l, l4l, and [5].

2. Lemmas

Matsumoto [3] has proved the following

Lemma C. There exists an absolute constant A=0 such that if t>3 and f is

analytic in the annulus l<lzl=:et qnd omits the ualues 0 and l, then the spherical
diameter of the image of lzl:stlz under f is at most Ae-tlz.

Let g be meromorphic in the annulus l-lzl-et and omit there three values,

0, 1 and c. lf c# o, we set

tt-\ _ (c-l)g(z)
r\L) - ,@_T

and applying Lemma C we get

Lemma 3. Let g be as aboue. There exists a constqnt A" depending only on c
such that the spherical diameter of the image of lzl:stlz under g is at most A"e-tlz.

3. ProofofTheorem 1

Let ^§ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and let us suppose that / is mero-
morphic and non-rational in the plane such that ä(-,/):i;-0 and

,f-t({O, 1, c}) c §u{z: lzl < ro}

for some ro-0,01c*1.
Using Schottky's theorem if c:-, and Lemma 1 of Anderson and Clunie [1]

if c#*, we see that lf(z)l=s on the circles l,: lzl:q'l'laol and y,: lzl:
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q-'t'lo,l if n is sufficiently large. Applying Lemma 3 in the annulus d,<lz-a,l<l
we note that, for all large values of z, either

(r) IIQ)I=-Z for any zeCn:{(: l(-a,l:lld.} or

(ii) /(C,) c U(a,1/100) : {w: lw-al = l/100} for some a satisfying lal - 4.

Let En be the region bounded by f n, yn and Cn. Let us suppose that the case (ii)
happens. Then f(E") is a region whose boundary is contained in

U(a,lllO0)v{w: lwl > 5},

and connecting Cn to ,l-, by a path we see that f(E") contains at least one point from
the set

{w: lwl -= 5)-U(a,1/100).

Therefore/(,{,) contains the set {w: lwl=5}-U(a,lll0O), and we see that/takes
at least one of the values 0 and I in E,. We are led to a contradiction and therefore
the case (i) happens for all large n. Applying the minimum principle we see now that

(iii) lfG)l = z

if lzl is sufficiently large, say lrl= Q, and z lies outside the union of the discs

l€-a)=14,.
We denote by Br,.Br, ... positive constants depending only on q. We choose

Br=0 and a sequence Q<tt<tz-<... such that

and that the ring domain 
ern4 tn'1 = eelsrn

r,(l - Br) - I <. lzl =. r,(l + BJ + 1

does not contain any of the points ar. We set

Zfr

u (r ein) : + !,"tl#a,l-q--- 2uff677 av

Then u is harmonic in lzl<ro, a(0) : -m(rn, *1,

101
-u(z)=fr*(r,,-)

on lzl :ru7oo-ro (f n is large enough), and if larl=r,, then

-u(z) < Brm(ro, *)
on Cr. Let Cn, p:so, sn*|, ..., kn, be those of the discs C, which satisfy

Crn{z: tn < lzl - rn} # g

and let Hnbethe bounded domain bounded by lzl:tn, lrl:rn and C* p:sn, ..., kn.
The function

o( z\ : \ log(2r,llz-arl)
ö\-/ 2,4n log(2r,ll d)
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is harmonic and positive in H, and SQ)=I on the boundary component Cn. The

function

, \ log(r,lzl)w\z): GcG;i;
is harmonic and positive it Hnand w(z):l on lzl:1,' Then the function

u (z) : u (z) * m (r,,-) (+# w Q) + B, ge)),

which is harmonic in Hn, satisfies o(z)>-0>-loglf(z)l on the boundary circles

lzl:t, and C* p:sn, sn*|,...,k,, and u(z)>u(z):-loClf!)l on lrl:rn-
From the maximum principle it follows that -log lf@)l=u(z) in Hn, and therefore

(iv) -ffi(tn-r,4=+ j ,6,-re'*1dE.

Because a is harmonic in lzl<r, we have

* i" 'r'.-*ie) 
dE: u(o) : -m(rn' *)'

The function w satisfies
q00

w(z)=trfu;
on lzl:rn-r. It follows from (1) that k,=Brlogrn, and from (4) we see that if
sn=p<kt, lherr

tog (zr,l 14) = | x1og r,l' : Klil:t- 
.

The sequence rr was chosen such that log(2r,llz-aol)=Bn for any p on lzl:rn*,,
and we get the estimate

c@)=#h
on lzl:rn-:. Let K:K(q) in the condition (4) be chosen such that

(v) K: lC0BzBs.

Then we get from (iv)

-frt(t,-r, *) = m(rn,-i (-, *#rr*.**,),
and this implies that

m(r,, *) - m(rn-r,-i [r +=-l-'l'\' ' 2logr^)
for all large values of z, say for n=no. Therefore

m(r,oap, *) = m(r,o, -, l!r(r.#^) = *rr,", *)p't'.
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and because p=logrnn+pwehave m(r, -):O(log r)t/'' We assumed that ä(-,/)>0
and we get

(vi) T (r, f) : O (log r)atz

Let zo arrd b1r, k:1, 2, ... , be the zeros and poles of / and let / have un zetos

and u, poles in lz-a,l=1/la,l. We choose z€C, such that lr-bol=y'V,lu, for
any k, and applying the Poisson-Jensen formula with R:lo,lfq we get

log 3 = toelf?)l

= rn(R,-1ffi *,,2 ;.elfffll-,,ä^ "tlwl
= o (r 1n, /1) + @, - u S log @, + u,lo g u, + o (n (p, -) log .iR).

It follows from (vi) that n(r, -):O(log r)rtz, and we see now from (4) that

(u * - u,) (logÄ)'z = O (log Ä)s/2.

Therefore ur<uo fot all large values of n, and \Ye get

n(r, 0) = (1 + o (t)) n (r, -;
for la,l *llla,l<r<.1a,*tl-lllan*rl, n>-no. This implies that

tr[(r, 0) = (l +o(l»N(r, -)
and therefore ä(0,/)=0. However, the growth condition (vi) quarantees that /
has at most one deficient value. We are led to a contradiction and we see that if
x:K(q) is chosen by (v), then any non-rational/for which ä(-,/)>0 takes at

least one of the three values 0, 1 and c infinitely often in C- ^S. By means of a

linear transformation, we conclude now that any transcendental g with ä(-,g)>Q
takes every value with at most two exceptions infinitely often in C-,S, and Theo-

rem I is proved.

4. Proof of Theorem 2

Let q, a^ and d, be as in Theorem 2. We shall consider the function

f(r): ,n firo-zla).

If n is large we see easily that lf(z)l>3 on the circle lzl:lo,lq't'. Therefore it
follows from Rouch6's theorem thatf has exactly one l-point on the ring domain

la,lq-Ll2=lzl=la,lqu2. We denote this l-point by bn.In order to prove Theorem 2

it is sufrcient to prove that b,lies on the open segment In:(an-dn, a,*d). From
the definition of f we see that f(ao-d,)f(a,*d,)=0, and therefore it is sufficient

to show that lf(a"Xd")l=1.

183
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Let x:an*dn ot x:an-dn. We denote by mr,ffiz,... positive constants
depending only on 4. We see easily that

t-l
lr!!*,(r-xla)l> m,.

We denote n@: IIi=iQ -zla). We have

lh(x)r : (u# )+#).(ur.;. t..#) ..,

where
Ä1 (x) : (lxl + q" -zr' *\(lxl - q" -'o)

- xz + qn - 2k ((q - Dl*l - un - 
zrt +r) >- xz

if k>mz and Ao(x)>mrxz for any k. Therefore

log lh(x)l =- (n-l) log lxl -| "A- l) log I -ffit,
and we see that

log l/(x)l > log ld*l a,l + (n + 3) los lxl - | n @ - r) log q - m u.

Here n log 4:fsg la),log lxl=1og la"l-llla,l and

togld,ta,l:-'\:-l1"l'-togla*l:-(,+!)bsp^1,

and we note that log l/(x)l>2logla,l-mu=Q for all large n. This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.
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